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Tarot cards name ideas

The practice of trying to divine the future by using tarot cards –which involves placing the cards of a tarot deck, one by one and interpreting the results- is often thought of as a cliché of New Age culture, and a capture of witch stories in general. Tarot's letters are often displayed on TELEVISION and film in order to provide some chilling atmosphere; for example, the Showtime show
Penny Dreadful, which is full of vampires, werewolfs, demons and other hidden figures, even offers a tarot fight on its website. And even if you've never been part of a tarot reading, you're probably familiar with some of the beautiful figures on the cards: the magician, the wheel of fortune, the tower, and the lovers among them. But tarot has a stranger - and much more benign - story
than you might have thought. It's not just for witches or terminal creeps; it was not always used to answer questions about life and the future; tarot cards are considered by many to be works of art; and the tarot game has been played, one way or another, for thousands of years. I wonder where tarot cards come from, and why do so many people think they can offer insights into our
lives and futures? Then read on for five facts about the history and development of the tarot card that could change the way you think about them.1. Playing cards were brought to Europe by Islamic soldiers To begin at first: Although many people associate playing cards with European culture, the original playing cards were not from Europe. Rather, they were brought to Europe
by Islamic soldiers who were invading northern Italy, Sicily and Spain in the 1500s. The soldiers of these conflicts brought with them a game called Mamluk.This game featured distinctive cards, often hand-painted with incredibly intricate designs and gold leaf. If you see mammoth cards today, you're seeing the origin of all Western card games, from bridge to poker, and, yes, tarot.
The cards in the game had four suits, and there were 14 cards per suit, including three tracks, or royal cards: the king, the viceroy and the second viceroy. The first name to play cards in Europe was derived from the Arabic word nāāib, meaning viceroy. Malmuk's cards became popular, introducing Europeans to the idea of spending time playing card-based games.2. Tarot's
original cards were an Italian storytelling gameOnce Mamluk cards has many Europeans interested in playing card games, new card games arrived on the scene - including one that would eventually evolve on the tarot deck today. Many historians currently believe that tarot cards originated as a kind of narrative game played by italian nobles. The old Mamluk cards were co-opted
by a game called carte da trionfi or triumph cards, with new card covers commissioned by wealthy Italians for these games. These new opulent cards designs that incorporated symbols and figures, and were used for an early shape of the card game bridge. They were also used for a game called tarocchi appropriati, where cards were randomly laid, and players had to make silly
poems about each other based on the symbols that emerged. And presto, you had the original form of tarot – a creativity game, rather than an attempt to gather information about life using mystical tools.3. Did the French occultists give Tarot Cards their mystical importance, as well as the relatively pedestrian letter da trionfi became modern tarot cards, which are seen as a method
of access to subconscious, future and hidden forces? Answer: the French. Or, more specifically, a handful of French occultists, most notably one called Antoine Court de Gébelin.Court de Gébelin idea, published in 1781, was essentially that the entire tarot design was based on ancient Egyptian religious texts. He claimed that the tarot cover was brought to Europe wandering
gypsies from Egypt, and that all symbols referenced the ancient Egyptian religious arcana. (This is all the wrong information, by the way.) He was probably the first person to say that tarot cards carried any hidden weight, but the idea stuck.4. Famous mystical aleister Crowley Designed a new Tarot DeckTarot cards these days are made up of two covers: Major Arcana, which
contains all the famous figures and images you may be familiar with, and the Lesser Arcana, which are a bit like modern play cards, with costumes (albeit instead of our typical hearts play card dresses , diamonds, sinks and sticks, tarot card dresses include swords, cups, coins and canes). But there have been many variations far removed from this structure, both historically and
at present - and over the years, many people (some of them quite famous) have designed and developed different versions of the tarot cover. If you've ever heard of Aleister Crowley, you'll understand why the guy was attracted to tarot. He is probably one of the most famous mystics and occultists he has ever experienced - in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, he founded his
own religious philosophy called Thelema, claimed to be in contact with various supernatural forces, and took part in various activities that led the British tabloid press to call him the most evil man in the world. At one point, Crowley decided to basically reinvent the tarot cover, putting in early his own religion, as well as the Jewish mystical practice of Kabbalah, and several other
influences. Unfortunately for Crowley, he never caught up, and died before he could be completely released. It's called the cover and is commercially available, in case you're curious.5. Famous tarot card designs Exist even though there are many different tarot cover designs out there, including handmade ones by artists, there are a few famous designs out there that probably
appear in your head when someone says the word tarot. These designs are famous because of mass production: Once technology allowed tarot cards to be printed by press instead of hand-painted, certain designs began to dominate. Probably the most famous tarot cover design is the Rider-Waite cover, named after the editor, William Rider, and the occultist A.E. Waite, which
Collectors Weekly (yes, people pick up these cards) says first occurred in 1909. It has never been out of print since - even though the original plates for the Rider-Waite cover were destroyed during World War II and all the original artwork is lost. And then there's the Marseille Tarot (pictured above), which dates back to the 17th century and is one of the most common designs for
tarot decks in the world. Although tarot's journey from salon play to hidden and spiritual practice is complicated, it's a reminder that many of our cultural trophies have a much more complex past than we think - and that just because something appears in Halloween decorations, doesn't mean it's desperately creepy. Images: Chiara Guarnieri, Tarocchi Visconti di Modrone, Jean
Dodal, Le tarot finger by Charles VIPierre MadenieOswald Wirth Visconti-Sforza /Wikimedia Commons Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the daily BuzzFeed newsletter! I look down at my card for the day: the eight swords, reversed. The illustration shows a blindfolded woman with her wrists tied. Eight swords surround him. It's not an image that arouses joy, that's for sure. If
the card was right, it would look like a woman facing a death sentence. However, as it is the other way around, I find that it is constantly balancing despite being surrounded by threats. Something that takes skill, and certainly some pretty core awesome strength. It says: Learning from the mistakes of the past is the best strategy to live your best life... You are open to change and
have accepted yourself for who you are, flaws and all. This frees you from any self-judgment and doubt that you have inflicted yourself in the past. I think about how this applies to me. Have I been making a conscious effort to learn from the mistakes of the past? (No text fuckboi, Stephanie.) Am I looking at another little more love? (Let's say this is a work in progress.) Do I think I'm
moving forward? (I'm bleeding well trying.) I reflect for a few minutes, and then go back to my day feeling a little more focused. The daily tarot card I throw away has been part of my morning ritual for about two months now. As kooky as it may seem, it has become something of a mindfulness exercise for me. One I've stuck with with a compromise I have never applied to practices
such as meditation or newspaper. (I know. A writer who can't commit to writing - ridiculous.) As someone with anxiety, I'm often looking for techniques that can help me maintain a healthy space. And even though I've always been fascinated by the world of divination, I can't say I never thought it would be something I would incorporate into my health routine. But here we are, folks!
I'm obsessed - and you know what? It's really helping. I came across the concept of daily card pulling at a time when I was particularly overwhelmed and having exhausted all my other fixes, I decided to try it. For those unfamiliar, pulling cards is the act of drawing a random card from a tarot cover (or oracle) and using it as a guided message for the day. We warn you: you will not
always have a positive result. Yesterday I drew a card that represented financial ruin, for example. That was fun. What you will always achieve, however, is food for thought. In my experience, this little drive has been as useful as any other mindfulness technique I've tried. That said, I'm certainly no expert. So I turned to some people I could better talk to the results I've seen. (It's
always a good idea to talk to your doctor about mental health issues.) The effectiveness of home care, she explained, lies in her ability to help people be in the moment and accept what life is, without trying to change it. You can see how this would help a person tolerate uncertainty more, he continued. Because if you're focusing on the moment, and don't focus on the future and
not focus on the past – just be aware of the present – you have to, in yourself, accept that you don't know what's happening next. Taking a card from a pile, deriving meaning from it and focusing on the message you're left with surely does just that, right? According to Kali Lohman, psychologist and director of Conscious Psychology, the theory seems to check out. While there is no
scientific evidence to support the benefits of the tarot card by pulling, specifically, any practice that helps us slow down, this brings us to the present moment, and gives us time to reflect on positive ways that we can help ourselves or others, potentially have a positive impact, he shared. When it comes to the most intangible parts of the pull card, I must point out that I am not an
overly spiritual person. I have leaned into this world when I have felt lost or conflicted, but I am more an open observer than a devout believer. By that I mean you don't need to subscribe to any belief system to get something from an exercise like this. The word 'spirituality' is no longer seen as a religious philosophy, I was told by the intuitive reader and psychic teacher, Josy
Curcio. It is the reintroduction of self-awareness to achieve restraint and peace. All seeking happiness in our life; the reason we are failing to maintain joy is because society we focus on quick fixes, he said. When choosing a random card a day and asking a simple question – What is my guided message for today? - there is an instant experience of feeling safe, connected and at
ease. This spiritual element of the practice may not be relevant to everyone, but it is certainly not insignificant when it comes to mental health trips as a whole. The subtext of the tarot aspect of what you're doing is that there's a reason you pulled out that card on that day, Dr. Rosmarin told me. More than a mantra for the day, you are walking around feeling that this was meant for
me to focus on today, he continued. Not only is it important and good and psychologically healthy, but it actually speaks to a larger purpose and a larger context in which they fit, and I see that it's very useful for their intolerance to uncertainty because hey, that means someone is running the show. The conclusion I have reached is that of this: we all have times when we feel that
our hands are tied and we are surrounded by disturbing obstacles. If approaching things from a different angle can help you achieve a better mindset, why wouldn't you give it a try? Maybe just hide the financial ruin card at the bottom of the pile if you're giving daily tarot card pulling a shot. Shooting.
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